A metallic probe immersed in a plasma exhibits sheath-plasma RF resonances whose small amplitude properties have been investigated by many authors in theory and by experiment [ Wait, 1968 ; Thomas and Landmark, 1969, 1970; Balmain, 1972] . Recently much interest has arisen in the large amplitude response of antennas in plasmas [Koons and McPherson, 1974] . The problem is highly nonlinear due to the dynamic behavior of the sheath and the excitation of large amplitude plasma waves. Finally, for Eo/Eth > 2.5 the spectrum abruptly widens (2/x to/to o > 5%), electron density and temperature suddenly increase, and a visible glow around the antenna indicates ionization of the neutral gas. Once breakdown has taken place, the RF-produced plasma around the antenna is sustained irrespective of the dc discharge plasma. Since density and pump power can no longer be varied independently, it is difficult to investigate the instability in the breakdown regime.
The importance of the observed parametric instability lies first in its contribution to the characteristic admittance of antennas in plasmas at large RF amplitudes. Above threshold, R.F power is transferred to sheath-plasma oscillations and is subsequently dissipated by collisions and wave-particle interactions. The absorbed power does not contribute to the far-zone radiation field. Second, the sheath-plasma instability can give rise to a lowfrequency modulation of the transmitted signal due to sheath relaxation processes. The observed sidebands could be mistakenly interpreted by wavewave interactions occurring in the plasma volume. Third, the parametric instability should also be observable in magnetized plasmas where the antenna admittance also exhibits sheath-plasma resonances [Balrnain, 1969] .
